
NEW CLIENT  

QUESTIONNAIRE 
We ask that you kindly submit this questionnaire only AFTER you have officially ordered your wedding attire;  

We recognize from experience that any chosen colour palette or style can easily change after such a purchase.  
Take your time and fill in the following fields as best as possible... there is no rush.  

You can take weeks or months, there is no time limit.   

All of this information will simply guide us in the right direction,  
help us get to know you and your decorative taste better. 

Once you submit your answers we will move on to the next step.  
  

When finished, please submit full questionnaire to info@unforgettableweddings.ca 

Dinner Type: 

If plated, will it be… 

Dress Code: 

Name:

Name of Fiancé:

Phone number:

Alternate number (optional):

Email address:

Alternate email (optional):

Occupation / 

Best time to reach you:

Event date:

Venue / Location:

Plated Buffet Family Style 
(passed)

Cocktail 
Stations

Other No Food

Set Menu Multiple Meal Choices Unsure

Formal Semi-Formal Informal Casual

mailto:info@unforgettableweddings.ca


How many guests are you inviting? 

How many guests do you anticipate will be able to attend? 

Roughly what percentage may be travelling from out-of-town? (somewhere specific?) 

Can you tell us more of who will be in attendance?...(ex. majority younger or older crowd etc.) 

Are you aware of any guests with personal challenges? (disability, oxygen tank etc.) 

Do you have anyone you'd like to honour at the reception in someway? (ex. Deceased) 

How many are in the wedding party?  

How many do you want sitting with you at the head table? (note: package includes sweetheart table for 2) 

Do you have any cultural or family traditions you'll be incorporating? 

Have you ever been to a wedding before? If so, do you recall any detail you especially liked or disliked? 

Please list all forms of entertainment you plan to have (ex. Band, Dancers, Elaborate first day, Dj only etc.) 

Please list vendors you have already hired (Ex. Photographer, Florist, Cake etc.) 

Please list any vendors you are still considering or plan to hire 

Would you like us to provide any vendor referrals? (If so, which areas?) 

Event Decorators, Designers & Stylists quite often get mistaken as Wedding Planners. The big difference is 
that a Decorator, Designer or Stylist will focus solely on the aesthetic aspect of your event, while a Planner 
will focus on your overall vendor contracts and assistance where needed. Have you ever worked with an 
Event Decorator, Designer or Stylist before? If so, what did you like OR dislike about their work? 



Please confirm your colour palette… 

Metallic preference? 

Do you want to incorporate any additional shades or highlights? Ex. white, ivory, black or gray base for 
contrast. If so, which one(s)? 

Which colour or shade is your primary choice, and which are more of an accent? How do you envision them 
used? 

What colours are in your wedding attire? Dresses, Tux, Suits, Shoes, Jewelry etc. 

If you have any photos, magazine clippings or google images that inspire you... please attach, and list here 
what we are looking for. 

If you are on Pinterest - please share a link to your board with us here: 

What are 3 words that best describe your DREAM wedding? 

Are you open to unique or alternative ideas.... stepping outside the box? Or do you prefer traditional? 

Check all decorative descriptions that appeal to you… 

Gold Silver Rose Gold Copper Mix None No preference

Traditional Fun Greenery  Uniform 

Romantic Plain Eclectic  Abstract

Elegant Stripe Layered Geometric 

Conteporary Pattern Antique  Glass 

Classic  Candlelit Light  Marble 

Unique  Floral  Dark Leather

Soft  Candelabra Burlap  Tone on Tone 

Over the top  Themed  Lace Twinkly 

Understated  Damask  Wood  Rich 

Pompas Grass  Paisley Ornate Bold 

Colourful Gem  Simple  Artistic

Monochromatic Pearl  Sequin  High contrast



Table shape preference? 

Centerpiece size 

Centerpiece Filler - Check all that apply 
Candle  
Dried Floral  
Silk Floral 
Fresh Floral (working with a florist)  
Mix it up 
No preference  
Other 

What are some MUST HAVE decorations on your list? 

Do you have any MUST NOT HAVE items on your list? 

How do you want to personally feel at your wedding reception? 

What do you hope your guests will say after the event? 

Besides getting married - what is your main goal for this day? 

Do you have any special projects, unique ideas or creations you plan to do yourself? OR your family? 

Do you have any concerns or potential challenges on your mind regarding the wedding overall? 

Where is your ceremony taking place? 

Any other location / venue to note or add on? 

Round Rectangular Square Mix Match Other No Preference

Tall Short Other No preference



Tell us more about you as a couple. How did you meet? How long have you been together? 

Who proposed? What's the story? 

Do you have any shared hobbies? Favourite restaurant? Favourite Movie? Favourite Saying? Vacation Spot? 

What do you love most about each other? 

Anything more you can tell us? Weird, quirky, fascinating... mention it! We LOVE details! The more 
information the more creative we can get. 

Thank you for completing this questionnaire.  
We will follow up with confirmation of receipt, and the next steps for our mini mock up/ proposal 

appointment.  If you do not receive confirmation within 24hrs, please reach out to verify your answers were 
indeed received.  

 


